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1. Introduction 
Many practical problems in economics, engineering, environment, social science, medical science etc. cannot 
be dealt with by classical methods, because classical methods have inherent difficulties. Proba bility theory, 
fuzzy sets rough sets, and other mathematical tools have their inherent difficulties ([14, 19, 20]). The reason for 
these difficulties may be due to the inadequacy of the theories of parameterization tools.  
Molodtsov [12] initiated the concept of soft set theory as a new mathematical tool for dealing with 
uncertainties. Later, work on the soft set theory is progressing rapidly. Maji et al. [10, 11] have published a 
detailed theoretical study on soft sets. After Molodtsov’s work, some different applications of soft sets were 
studied in [16]. H. Aktaş and N. Cagman [2] has established a connection betwen soft sets and fuzzy sets and 
they introduced soft groups. At the same time, they gave a definition of soft groups, soft rings and derived 
their basic properties ([1, 7, 8]). Qiu-Mei Sun et al. [20] defined soft modules and investigated their basic 
properties. 
U. Acar and F. Koyuncu introduced soft rings. Qiu-Mei Sun and his friends introduced soft modules [15]. 
L. Jin-Liang [1, 16] presented intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets and intuitionistic fuzzy soft groups. C. Gunduz and S. 
Bayramov [11] presented fuzzy soft and intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. 
The problem which obtained in new categories are closed according to algebraic operations is very important. 
Since inverse limit and direct limit contain most of the operations, the proof of presence of the limits is actual 
problem. 
The inverse (direct) limit is not only an important concept in category theory, but also plays an important role 
in topology, algebra, homology theory etc. To the date, inverse and direct saystems and their limits were 
defined in different categories. Furthermore, some of their properties were investigated [5, 8, 10, 12]. 
In this paper begins with the basic concepts of soft module. We introduce inverse system in the category of 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules and prove that its limit exists in this category. Generally, limit of inverse 
system of exact sequences of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules is not exact. Then we define the notion 
)1(
lim  
which is first derived functor of the inverse limit functor. Finally, using methods of homology algebra, we prove 
that the inverse system limit of exact sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules is exact. 
2. Preminilaries 
In this section, we recall necessary information commonly used in intuitionistic fuzzy soft module. 
Definition 2.1. ([17]). Let X  be an initial universe set and E  be a set of parameters. A pair ),( EF  is called a 
soft set over X  if only if F  is a mapping from E  into the set of all subsets of the set X , i.e., 
)(: XPEF  , where )(XP  is the power set of X . 
In other words, the soft set is a parameterized family of subsets of the set X . Every set )(eF , for every 
Ee , may be considered as the set of e elements of the soft set ),( EF , or as the set of e approximate 
elements of the soft set. 
According to this manner, a soft set ),( EF  is given as consisting of collection of approximations: 
 EeeFEF  :)(),( . 
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Definition 2.2 ([4, 11]). Let 
XI  denote the set of all fuzzy sets on X  and EA . A pair ),( Af  is called a 
intutionistic fuzzy soft set over X , where f  is a mapping from A  into 
XI . That is, for each Aa , 
IXfaf a  :)( , is a fuzzy set on X . 
Definition 2.3 ([4, 11]). Union of two fuzzy soft sets ),( Af  and ),( Bg  over a common universe X  is the 
fuzzy soft set ),( Ch , where BAC   and 
Cc
BAccgcf
ABccg
BAccf
ch 








 ,
if),()(
if),(
if),(
)(

. 
It is denoted as ),(),(),( ChBgAf  . 
Definition 2.4 ([4, 11]). Intersection of two fuzzy soft sets ),( Af  and ),( Bg  over a common universe X  is 
the fuzzy soft set ),( Ch , where BAC   and )()()( cgcfch  , Cc . 
It is written as ),(),(),( ChBgAf  . 
Definition 2.5 ([4, 11]). If  ),( Af  and ),( Bg  are two soft sets, then  ),( Af  and ),( Bg  is denoted as 
),(),( BgAf  . ),(),( BgAf   is defined as ),( BAh   where )()(),( bgafbah  , BAba  ),( . 
Now, let M  be a left R module, A  be any nonemply set. )(: MPAF   refer to a set-valued function 
and the pair ),( AF  is a soft set over M .  
Definition 2.6 ([20]). Let ),( AF  be a soft set over M . ),( AF  is said to be a soft module over M  if and 
only if MxF )(  for all Ax . 
Definition 2.7 ([20]). Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two soft modules over M  and N  respectively. Then 
),(),(),( BAHBGAF   is defined as )()(),( yGxFyxH   for all BAyx ),( . 
Proposition 2.8 ([20]). Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two soft modules over M  and N  respectively. Then 
),(),( BGAF   is soft module over NM  . 
Definition 2.9 ([20]). Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two soft modules over M  and N  respectively, 
NMf : , BAg :  be two functions. Then we say that ),( gf  is a soft homomorphism if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
 (1) f  is a homomorphism from M  onto N , 
 (2) g  is a mapping from A  onto B , and 
 (3)    )()( xgGxFf   for all Ax . 
Definition 2.10 ([11]). Let ),( AF  be a intutionistic fuzzy soft set over M . Then ),( AF  is said to be a 
intutionistic fuzzy soft module over M  iff for each Aa , )(aF  is a intutionistic fuzzy submodule of M  and 
denoted as ),(
a
aa FFF  . 
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Definition 2.11 ([11]). Let ),( AF  and ),( BH  be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules over M  and N  
respectively, and let NMf :  be a homomorphism of modules, and let BAg :  be a mapping of sets. 
Then we say that ),(),(:),( BHAFgf   is a fuzzy soft homomorphism of intutionistic fuzzy soft modules, 
if the following condition is satisfied: 
),())((),())(( )()(
ag
ag
a
a HHagHFFfaFf  . 
Theorem 2.16 ([11]). If    Iiii AF ,  is a family of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules over   IiiM  , then 
),( ii
Ii
AF

  is a intutionistic fuzzy soft module over i
Ii
M

 . 
Theorem 2.17 ([11]). If    Iiii AF ,  is a family of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules over   IiiM  , then 
),( ii
Ii
AF

  is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft module over i
Ii
M

 . 
3. Inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules 
This category of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules denoted as IFSM. 
Definition 3.1. Any factor IFSMD op : , where   is a directed set, is called an inverse system of 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. 
Now we consider the following any inverse system 
        ),(,:),(,),( AFAFqpAF .                (3.1) 
It is clear that parameter sets in (3.1) consist of the following inverse system of sets  
       AAqA :, .                                                        (3.2) 
Similarly,   M  in (3.1) consist of the following inverse system of modules  
       MMpM :, .                                                    (3.3) 
Let 

AA lim  be inverse limit of (3.2) and 

MM lim  be inverse limit of (3.3). Since 

 aap 

)(  for 
all   Aaa   , 
     


  



 )
)(,()(,:,))(,( aaa FMFMpFM        (3.4) 
is an inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy modules? 
We denote inverse limit of (3.4) as ),( FM . We define )(: MPFAF   as   FF )( . Then ),( AF  is 
an intuitionistic fuzzy soft module over M . 
 If  MM lim:  and  AAq 

lim:  are projection mappings, then 
),(),(:),(  AFAFq   is a homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules, and, for   , the 
following diagram is commutative:  
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( , )
( , )
( , ) ( , )
( , )
q
q P
F A F A
F A
 

  

 

 


 
] Z . 
Theorem 3.2. Every inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules has limit. This limit is unique and this 
limit is equal to ),( AF . 
Proof. We get inverse system (3.1). Let ),( BG  be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft module over N . For 
     ),(),(:),( AFBGh  be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy soft homomorphisms of intuitionistic 
fuzzy soft modules, the conditions   , ),(),)(,( 



  hhqp 

. Now we define intuitionistic 
fuzzy soft homomorphism ),(),(:),( AFBG  , where 

 AAB lim:  ,  )()( bb    and 


 MMN lim:  ,  )()( xhx   . Then ),(),(:),( AFBG   is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. It is clear that for all  , the following diagram is 
commutative: 
( , )
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
( , )
h
q
G B F A
F A
 
 

 
  

] Z . 
The proof is completed. 
Now we consider the following inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules  over  

N  
     









 






),()(:,,),(),( BGBGrBGBG .          (3.5) 
Let :   be an isotone mapping and following mapping 
  ),(,:),( )()(   BGAFgf   
be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules, for all  . 
Definition 3.3. If for all   , the condition 
   )(
)(
)(
)( ,),(),(,







 

 qpgfgfr   
is satisfied, then the family   





 ),(, gf  is said to by morphism of inverse systems. 
It is clear that inverse systems of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules and morphisms of them consist of a 
category. This category is denoted as Inv(IFSM). 
 Let   ),(),(:),(, BGAFgf 





  be a morphism of inverse systems of intuitionistic 
fuzzy soft modules. Here     








 




,BB  is an inverse system of sets and 
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  BAg 





:)(,

  is a morphism of inverse systems of sets. Then the mapping 
   BBAAgg 





  limlim:,lim  is a mapping of limit sets of this inverse systems. 
Similarly,  
     







 NMf :)(,  
is a morphism of inverse systems of modules? 
Proposition 3.4. Let    ff 
 
,lim . Then 
),(lim),(lim:),( 



BGAFgf    
is a morphism of limits of inverse systems of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules? 
Proof. Since the product operation of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules is a factor, the following diagram is 
commutative: 











NB
MA
G
f
F
g
 
 




)()(
. 
For all   )()( 

 A  
    

 












 

))(()()(
,,:),(
aga
GNFMf  
is a morphism of inverse systems of intuitionistic fuzzy modules? Then 
    

 
















 

))(()()(
,lim,lim:,lim
aga
GNFMf  
is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy modules and the following diagram being 
commutative: 
( )lim
lim
F
g f
G
A M
B N
 

 


suu
suu
. 
Theorem 3.5. The corresponding 
    

 AFAF ,lim,   
is a covariant factor from the category Inv (IFSM) to the category of IFSM. 
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Theorem 3.6. If   JjAF ),(  is a family of inverse systems of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules, then 
j
j
j
j
AFAF ),(lim),(lim  . 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is straightforward. 
4. Derivative Factor of lim  factor  
Let us review the problem of exact limit for inverse system of exact sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
modules 
Example 4.1. Let nM , nM , 2nM  be modules a ring. Then 
    mmpMM nnNnn 3)(, 1    
    mmqMM nnNnn 3)(, 1    
       mmrMM nnNnn   )(, 1  
are inverse systems of modules and? 
 mmfMMff nnnn 2)(:   
  mmgMMgg nnnn  )(:  
are morphisms of inverse systems. The following sequence 
00  n
gf
MMM  
is short exact sequence of inverse systems of  - modules.  
Let A  be a parameter set 
)(: nn MIFSMAF  ,  )(: nn MIFSMAF  ,   )(: nn MIFSMAF   
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules defined by the formula 
Aa ,    
nMna
F  )0( ,     nM
a
nF  )0(1  ,      nMnaF )0( , 
 
nMa
a
nF  )0(1  ,      (0) , 1 (0)
n n
a
na nM M
F F 
 
    . 
The sequence 
0),,(),,(),,(0  annan
a
nnaa
a
nnan FFMFFMFFM  
 
is also short exact sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy modules for each Aa . Then the sequence 
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0),(),(),(0  AFAFAF  
is short exact sequence of inverse systems of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. Taking the limits of this 
sequence is not exact. 
As it seen the limit of inverse system of exact sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules is not exact. So, it is 
necessary to define derivative factor of inverse limit factor in category of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. 
We get inverse system in (3.1). We define the following homomorphism of modules  




MMd :  
by the formula: 
        )(xpxxd . 
We demonstrate that Aa  d  is a homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy modules. Indeed,  
        )()( 



 



 xpxFxpxFxdF aAaAa  
  )(),(min 



 xpFxF aa . 
        )()( 



 



 xpxFxpxFxdF aaA
a
A  
  )(),(max 



 xpFxF aa . 
Since   )()(    xFxpF aa , and   )()(    xFxpF aa  
     )(),(min 

  xFxFxdF aaAa  
  

 xFxF aa )(  
  

xFxF Aaa  )(  
and 
     )(),(max 

  xFxFxdF
aaa
A  
  

 xFxF
aa )(   

xFxF aA
a  )( . 
Then d  is a homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy modules. Therefore  dFd Aa ker,ker  and 
  
pAa
Fdco ,ker  are defined. 
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For inverse system of modules       pM , , dMM Imlim
)1(


   is derivative factor. 
 If 

 MM )1(lim  is the canonical homomorphism, we can define intuitionistic fuzzy 
modules by  aAA FFM  )(,)(,lim )1( . Then 


 MAFF AA :),(  is intuitionistic fuzzy soft module. 
Definition 4.2.    )(,)( AA FF  is called “first derived factor” of the inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
modules given (3.1). 
Proposition 4.3. 
)1(
lim  is a factor. 
Proof. For this reason, it suffices to show that for each the morphism 
     



 
B
BGAFgfABf

 ),(,:,,: )()( , 
   BGGAFFf BBAA ,)(,)(,)(,)(:lim )1(    is the homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
modules? Since 
))((inf)(inf)()(
ImIm
zxfGzxFimdxF B
dz
A
dz
A 

 ))()((inf
Im
zfxfGB
dz


 
))((inf))((inf
Im)(
yxfyxfG
dy
B
zfy


 )Im(lim)( )1( dxfGB   , 
)1(
lim  is a factor. 
We investigate another property of 
)1(
lim  factor, let us introduce the category of chain complexes of 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules ([5]). 
Let   Znn AF ),(  be intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules over   ZnnM   and let for Zn , 
     AFAF nnAn ,,:1, 1  
be homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. 
Definition 4.4. If for all Aa        anannannannannan FFMFFMFFM 111 ,,,,:,,,   is chain 
complex of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules, then the following sequence is said to be a chain complex of 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules 
        AFAFAFAF nnAnn ,,:1,,,),( 1 . 
 Let     Ann AFAF 1,,,),(   be a chain complex of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. Then for each 
Aa  we obtain the fuzzy homology module 
1Im\ker),(  nnn FH   
for the fuzzy chain complex 
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      )(,)(,:,)(, 11 aFMaFMaFM nnnnnnn  . 
Thus, for all Aa  the fuzzy module ).( aFHn  is a quotient module in  ),( nan FM . If there exist a one to 
one and covered connection with every fuzzy submodule of fuzzy quotient module of ),( nan FM  and fuzzy 
submodule of we can think the intuitionistic fuzzy module ),( aFHn  as a fuzzy submodule of ),( nan FM . 
Thus, 
)(:),( nn MFSMAFH   
is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft module? 
Definition 4.5. Intuitionistic fuzzy soft module )),,(( AFHn   is said to be n dimensional fuzzy soft 
homology module of chain complex of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules  
 )1,(),,(),( Ann AFAF  . 
Definition 4.6. Let  )1,(),,( Ann AF   and  )1,(),,( Bnn AG   be chain complexes of intuitionistic fuzzy 
soft modules over   ZnnM   and   ZnnN   respectively and let  nnn NMf :  is homomorphism of 
modules, BAg :  is a mapping of sets. If for all Aa , ),(),(: )(agnn
a
nnn GNFMf   is a fuzzy 
homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy modules and the condition nnnn ff    1  is satisfied, then 
 AGAFgf nnn ,),(:),(   
is said to be morphism of chain complexes of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules.  
Definition 4.7. Let   ),( gn ,      nnnnn BGAFg  ),,(),,(:),(  be morphism of chain complexes of 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules and let 
     11 ),,(),,(:),(   nnnnn BGAFgDD  
be a family of homomorphisms of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. If the condition 
nnnnnn DD 11    is satisfied then the family of homomorphism of intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
modules   ),( gDD n  is said to be chain homotopy morfism   ),( gn ,   ),( gn  is said to be chain 
homotopy mappings and denoted by     ),(~),( gg nn  . 
The following theorem can be easily proved. 
Theorem 4.8. The chain homotopy relation is an equivalence relation and homology (cohomology) modules 
are invariant with respect to this relation.  
Let 
            AFAFpAF A ,,:1,,(  
be an inverse system of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. 
Let us consider the following cochain complex of fuzzy soft modules 
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    0,,0  AFAF
d
 . 
Cohomology modules of this complex are dker  and dcoker . 
Lemma 4.9. dAF ker),(lim 

  and dcoAF ker),(lim
)1(


 . 
Proof. The proof of lemma is trivial. 
We accept natural numbers set which is index set of inverse system.  
Theorem 5.11. Let the sequence 
   
2 3
1 2
1 2, , ...
p p
F A F A   
be inverse sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. For each infinite subsequence of this sequence, 
)1(
lim  dose not change. 
Proof. Let  ...,,, kjiS   be infinite subsequence of natural numbers N . From Lemma 1, 
)1(
lim  is defined 
by the following homomorphism of fuzzy soft modules as appropriate subsequence     





 




 

AFAFd s
Ss
s
Ss
,,: . 
We may define 
n
Nn
s
Ss
MMff

:, 10  
homomorphisms of modules with this formula: 
 ,...),(),...,(,),(),...,(),(,...),,( 111210 jjjjjjiiiiiiiiikji xxpxpxxpxpxpxxxf   
 ,...0,...,,0,,...,0,,...,0,0,...),,(1 kjikji xxxxxxf  . 
Also, for each Aa     
 ,...),(),...,(,),(...,),( 1111 jjjjjjiiiiiiina
Nn
xxpxpxxpxpF 






   
  )())((...))(( 1111 iiai
i
iaii
i
a xFxpFxpF  
...)(...))(( 11  jjj
j
iai xxpF   
    ...)(...)()()(...)(  jjajjaiiaiiaiia xFxFxFxFxF  
)(...)()( ssa
Ss
jjaiia xFxFxF

  
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 ,...),(),...,(,),(...,),( 1111 jjjjjjiiiiiiian
Nn
xxpxpxxpxpF 

  
1 1 1 1( ( )) ... ( ( )) ( ) ...
a i a i a
i i i i i iF p x F p x F x       
1 1( ( )) ... ( ) ...
a j
i i j j jF p x x      
( ) ... ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ) ...a a a a ai i i i i i j j j jF x F x F x F x F x               
( ) ( ) ... ( )a a ai i j j s s
s S
F x F x F x

      
and 
 ,...0,,...,0,,...,,0,0 jiina
Nn
xxxF 




 

 
...)(...)0()(...)0( 11   jjaaiiiaa xFFxFF  
)(...)()( ssa
Ss
ijaiia xFxFxF

 , 
 ,...0,,...,0,,...,,0,0 jiian
Nn
xxxF 




 

 
...)(...)0()(...)0( 11   j
a
j
a
ii
a
i
a xFFxFF  
)(...)()( s
a
s
Ss
i
a
ji
a
i xFxFxF

 . 
Then  




 




 

AFAFff n
Nn
s
Ss
,,:, 10  are homomorphisms of intuitionistic fuzzy soft modules. It is clear 
that the following diagram is commutative: 





 




 





 




 





AFAF
AFAF
n
Nn
s
Ss
d
n
Nn
d
s
Ss
,,
,,
 
i.e.  10 , ff  are morphisms of cochin complexes. Now, let us define 
s
Ss
n
Nn
MMgg

:, 10  
homomorphisms with this formula: 
,...),,(,...),,( 3210 kji xxxxxxg   
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.
),...(...)(
),(...)(
,...),,(
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3211



















k
k
jj
j
j
jj
j
ii
i
ii
xpxp
xxpxpx
xxxg  
For 
  )(...)()(,...,, nna
Nn
jjaiiakjisa
Ss
xFxFxFxxxF






   
and 
 ),...(...),(...)( 111111 






  k
k
jjj
j
ii
i
iisa
Ss
xpxxpxpxF  
    ...)(...)(...)( 111111   kkjjjajjiiiiiia xpxFxpxpxF  
        )(,...,)(,min 1111 jjjiaiiiiaiia xpFxpFxF  
     ...)(,...,min 11  kkjjajja xpFxF  
       ...,...,,min 1111   jajiaiiia xFxFxF  
     ...)(,...,,...,min 1111  kakjajjja xFxFxF  
)()( nna
Nn
mma
Sm
xFxF

 , 
  )(...)()(,...,, nan
Nn
j
a
ji
a
ikji
a
s
Ss
xFxFxFxxxF






   
and 
 ),...(...),(...)( 111111 






  k
k
jjj
j
ii
i
ii
a
s
Ss
xpxxpxpxF  
    ...)(...)(...)( 111111   kkjjajjjiiiiiai xpxFxpxpxF  
        )(,...,)(,max 1111 jjjiaaiiiiaiiai xpFxpFxF  
     ...)(,...,max 11  kkjajjaj xpFxF  
       ...,...,,max 1111   jajiaiiai xFxFxF  
     ...)(,...,,...,max 1111   kakjajjaj xFxFxF )( mam
Sm
xF

 , 
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thus, 




 




 

AFAFgg s
Ss
n
Nn
,,:, 10  are homomorphisms of fuzzy soft modules and dggd  10    
are satisfied, i.e.,  10 , gg  are homomorphisms of cochin complexes. It is clear that 









AFs
Ss
fgfg
,
1100 1 . 
Hence, we give 
n
Nn
n
Nn
MMD

:  
homomorphism of modules with this formula: 

 ....,0),(...),(...)(,0,
),....(...)(),(...)(,...),,(
1
1
221
1
12
2
111
1
1
23
3
221
1
12
2
1321













j
j
iij
j
ii
i
iii
i
i
i
i
i
xpxxpxpxx
xpxpxxpxpxxxxD
 
For, 
 ,...0,),...,(...)(),(...)( 111233221112211 






  ii
i
i
i
na
Nn
xxpxpxxpxpxF  
...))(...)(())(...)(( 1
1
23
3
2221
1
12
2
111  



i
i
ai
i
a xpxpxFxpxpxF  
  ...)(...)()0()( 1112211111   jjiiiiiaiiaiai xpxpxFFxF  
      )(,...,)(),(min 1111221111 iiaaa xpFxpFxF  
       1)()(,...,)(),(min 111122332222 iaiiiaaa xFxpFxpFxF  
     ...)(,...,)(),(min 1111221111  jjiaiiiiaiiai xpFxpFxF  
      112211 ,...,),(min iaiaa xFxFxF  
     ...)()(,...,),(min 1111113322   iaiiaiiaiaa xFxFxFxFxF  
)(...)()(
1
2
1
1
nna
Nn
kka
i
k
kka
i
k
xFxFxF





 , 
 ,...0,),...,(...)(),(...)( 111233221112211 






  ii
i
i
ia
n
Nn
xxpxpxxpxpxF  
...))(...)(())(...)(( 1
1
23
3
2221
1
12
2
111  



i
ia
i
ia xpxpxFxpxpxF  
  ...)(...)()0()( 1112211111   jjiiiiiaiaiiai xpxpxFFxF  
      )(,...,)(),(max 1111221111 iiaaa xpFxpFxF  
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       0)()(,...,)(),(max 111122332222 iaiiiaaa xFxpFxpFxF  
     ...)(,...,)(),(max 1111221111  jjiaiiiiaiiai xpFxpFxF  
      112211 ,...,),(max iaiaa xFxFxF  
     ...)()()(,...,),(max 111111113322   iiiiiaiiaiaa xFxFxFxFxFxF  
)(...)()(
1
2
1
1
n
a
n
Nn
k
a
k
i
k
k
a
k
i
k
xFxFxF





 . 





 




 

AFAFD n
Nn
n
Nn
,,:  is a homomorphism of fuzzy soft modules? By using simplicity of 
calculation, it is shown that D  is a chain homotropy between 00 gf   and 11 gf   homomorphisms. Then 
the following cohomology modules of cochin complexes 
0,,0 




 




 

AFAF n
Nn
d
n
Nn
 
0,,0 




 




 

AFAF s
Ss
d
s
Ss
 
are fuzzy soft isomorphic. Since 

lim  is first cohomology module, the theorem is proved. Since 
dAFn ker),(lim   and nn
n
n xxp 
 )( 1
1
 is satisfied for each   nn Mx lim , 
  )()()( 1111   nannnnnanna xFxpFxF  
  )()()( 1111   nannnnannan xFxpFxF  
i.e., for each   dxn ker ,  )( nna xF  is decreasing sequence. 
Theorem 4.11. For all   dxn ker , if 0)(lim 

nna
n
xF  or 1)(lim 1 

xF an
n
 and the following diagram is 
short exact sequence of inverse of inverse system of fuzzy soft modules  
0),(),(),(0
0),(),(),(0
111
222




AFAFAF
AFAFAF

 
then the sequence 
0),(lim),(lim),(lim
),(lim),(lim),(lim0
)1()1()1(


aFaFaF
aFaFaF
nnn
nnn
 
is exact 
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Proof. For inverse system of fuzzy soft modules  
Nnn
AF ),( , 
...0,,0
000




 



 

AFAFC n
Nn
d
n
Nn
 
is a cochin complexes of fuzzy soft modules? 
),(lim)(0 aFCH n ,  ),(lim)(
)1(1 aFCH n ,    0)( CH
k
,   2k       (4.1) 
are fuzzy soft cohomology modules of this complexes. Similarly, for the inverse system of fuzzy soft modules 
 ),( AFn  and  ),( AFn , we can constitute the following intuitionistic fuzzy cochin complex 
...0,,0
000





 




 



AFAFC n
Nn
d
n
Nn
 
...0,,0
000





 




 



AFAFC n
Nn
d
n
Nn
 . 
It is clear that fuzzy cohomology modules of this complexes is the form in (4.1). From the condition of this 
theorem, the following sequence 
00  CCC  
is short exact sequence of cochin complexes of fuzzy soft modules. But generally, the following sequence of 
cohomology modules of this sequence 



)()()(
)()()()(0
211
1000
CHCHCH
CHCHCHCH
 
is not exact, because   is usually not homomorphism of fuzzy soft modules. Since dCH  ker)(0  and 
0)(lim 

nna
n
xF , grade function F   of fuzzy soft module    ,),(0 CH  is equal to grade function 0 . 
Thus   is homomorphism of fuzzy soft modules. Therefore, the sequence 



)()()(
)()()()(0
211
1000
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is exact. By using the 5.1, we obtain the following exact sequence of intuitionistic fuzzy modules  
.0),(lim),(lim),(lim
),(lim),(lim),,(lim0
)1()1()1(


aFaFaF
aFaFM
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